P r even ti ng R ans o mwa r e
Attacks S ta rt s L o ng
Be for e I n f ec tio n


Get ahead of the next ransomware attack with
Attack Surface Management. 

By the time an attacker is on your devices and thinking of
holding you for ransom, it’s already too late. Ransomware
attacks are painful and get a lot of attention but are simply
the latest symptom in a deeper problem with security
programs today - the inability to assess and proactively
reduce risk. If you want to stop the next ransomware attack,
you have to get better at cutting them off at the source your external attack surface.

RANSOMWARE ATTACKS

A R E O N TH E RI SE

The days of relying on cyber insurance as a
ransomware strategy are over. Once a ransomware
attack is executed, it is too late to start devising a
response - the damage and cost are done.


700%

Increase in ransomware attacks in 2020

Bitdefender

$ 20 B

Annual cost of ransomware in 2020

Cybersecurity Ventures

$4.4 M

Average cost of a ransomware attack in 2020

IBM

$1.1 M

Average Cost of Cleanup

Crowdstrike

WHAT MAKES AN ATTRACTIVE
RANSOMWARE TARGET?
What is ransomware?

Ransomware is a type of cyber attack in which
the attackers use malware to encrypt and lock
down a target’s system or entire network until
they pay a ransom. If the ransom is not paid,
attackers will often delete data, leak it online or
sell it to the highest bidder.


Infections happen;  
the key is to stop the spread

Misconfigured

Systems

Vulnerable VPNs
Unsecured RDP

To truly combat ransomware, companies need
efficient, concrete ways to reduce their risk of a
catastrophic ransomware attack.

endpoints
Shadow IT

LOOKING AT THE COST OF R ANSOMWARE

While ransoms make headlines, the cost of
reimaging and recovery can be 10X more.

No Matter Your Response, 

Ransomware is Going to Cost You

Ransom Cost

downtime Cost

Recovery & Clean Up Costs

HOW TO PROACTIVELY REDUCE YOUR RISK

1. Identify Your Top Targets
Know

where attackers are most likely to strike first. Use an ASM
tool, like Randori, to get an external perspective of your business
using the same advanced techniques threat actors use to identify
your most tempting ransomware targets.

2. Reduce Your Attack Surface 

Minimize

your footprint by shedding high-risk assets where
possible and hardening what’s left by adding extra preventative
controls and alert monitoring around those deemed most vital.


3. Optimize Your Controls

Keep

ransomware attackers at bay by knowing which of your
vulnerable assets appear most attractive to attackers and
addressing those first.

4. Test Your Defenses 

Practice

how you fight. Your attack surface is always changing.
The best way to prepare for an attack is to practice sparring with
real attacks on your system.

GET AHEAD OF THE NEXT ATTACK TODAY
WITH RANDORI 

Ransomware attacks may be on the rise, but with the right proactive approach you
can stop the pain. Hardening and reducing the size of your attack surface is a critical
first step - the challenge is knowing where to start. With Randori, you and your team
can identify your most tempting targets, prioritize based on likelihood of attack, and
reduce your risk of ransomware. 


Get a Demo

